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Abstract

In market economies, identical workers receive very different wages, vio-

lating the Walrasian 'law of one price'. We argue that in the absence of a

Walrasian auctioneer to coordinate trade, wage dispersion among identical

workers is an equilibrium phenomenon. Moreover, wage dispersion is neces-

sary for an economy to function efficiently. In the absence of wage dispersion,

workers have little incentive to gather information, effectively giving monop-

sony power to firms. This depresses wages and leads to excessive entry of firms

and worker nonparticipation. Adding to these inefficiencies, firms curtail ir-

reversible capital investments in these tight labor market conditions, and so

the quality of jobs is excessively low. Finally, our theory predicts that if ex

ante homogeneous firms can choose their production technology, those that

offer higher wages will choose better technologies. Therefore, in contrast to

previous explanations of wage dispersion based on exogenous technology dif-

ferences, our approach explains technology dispersion among firms as a result

of endogenous wage dispersion and suggests that both of these phenomena

may be efficient from a third-best viewpoint.
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1 Introduction

In market economies, identical workers receive very different wages (Krueger and

Summers, 1988). An important component of this wage dispersion comes from dif-

ferent firms paying different wages for the same jobs in the same line of business

(Reynolds, 1951; Abowd and Kramartz, 1994; and Groshen, 1991). One might be

tempted to attributed this wage dispersion to unobserved worker and job hetero-

geneity (Murphy and Topel, 1986). And yet, this does not seem to be the whole

story. Worker heterogeneity cannot explain why workers who move from a low

wage to a high wage industry receive a wage increase in line with the wage differ-

ential between these two sectors (Krueger and Summers, 1988; Gibbons and Katz,

1992). Job heterogeneity cannot explain why high wage jobs attract significantly

more applicants (Holzer, Katz, and Krueger, 1991). Thus existing explanations of

wage dispersion view it as a failure of market economies. The same commodity, a

homogeneous worker, trades at two different prices, distorting the allocation across

firms. In other words, an important cornerstone of Walrasian markets, the law of

one price, fails.

In this paper, we argue that in the absence of a Walrasian auctioneer to coordi-

nate trade, wage dispersion among identical workers is an equilibrium phenomenon.

Furthermore, this violation of the law of one price is necessary for the economy to

achieve some degree of efficiency. Without wage dispersion, workers have no incen-

tive to gather information about available jobs (i.e. search). The resulting imperfect

information gives firms monopsony power and depresses wages below workers' social

shadow value. Low wages entice firms to enter in large numbers, which is extremely

costly, and simultaneously discourage worker participation. Finally, firms, antici-

pating that they will have trouble hiring workers in this tight labor market, expect

a low marginal product of capital. This reduces ex ante investments and leads to

the creation of many low quality jobs. In sum, an economy without wage dispersion

is highly inefficient.

In contrast, when there is wage dispersion, workers optimally expend some effort

searching for high wage jobs. This increases the effective competition for labor and
induces firms to offer higher wages in order to attract workers. The resulting aver-

age wage is closer to the social shadow value of labor. Moreover, firms that offer

higher wages enjoy longer job queues and choose to create better, i.e. more capital

intensive, jobs. Thus the efficiency of wage dispersion translates into efficient tech-

nology dispersion, even though all firms face the same production possibility frontier.

Overall, our analysis establishes that equilibrium wage dispersion is necessary for

the economy to achieve any degree of efficiency in a number of dimensions.

1.1 Equilibria With and Without Dispersion

We analyze these issues in a general equilibrium search model with fully optimizing

agents on both sides of the market. We explicitly build on the partial equilibrium

search literature pioneered by Stigler (1961), embedding workers' wage search into



a general equilibrium model in which firms make optimal entry, capital investment,

and wage offer decisions. Workers choose how much information to gather about the

available wages; formally, they sample an optimal number of firms, and learn the

wage offered by those firms. Then based on the sampled information, they decide

where to apply for a job. An important assumption is that there are decreasing

returns to labor at the firm level, so firms do not always hire all the available

workers at a given posted wage. As a result, workers have to anticipate that they

may not receive the job for which they apply. Thus a fundamental coordination

problem arises in the absence of the Walrasian invisible hand: some workers will

be unemployed, because they are unlucky and wind up at the back of a long job

queue. Recognizing this possibility, in their application decisions, workers will trade

off higher wage earnings for lower probabilities of obtaining a high wage job. This

encourages firms to 'locate' at different points in the wage distribution. A higher

wage reduces profit margins but raises the expected length of job queues, and thus

reduces the probability that labor supply falls short of demand.

Workers' sample size or 'search intensity' is a crucial decision in this economy.

Previous analyses have typically incorporated this margin by introducing a search

effort decision that increases the probability of a 'match' (see Pissarides, 1990).

Yet this reduced form modelling ignores important strategic considerations: a more

disperse wage distribution tends to increase workers' optimal sample size; and how
disperse the wage distribution is in turn depends on workers' sample sizes. The
former observation has long been recognized in the partial equilibrium search liter-

ature (Rothschild, 1974), although the latter has received less attention. A disperse

wage distribution is only possible if workers become informationally heterogeneous,

i.e. some workers learn about many jobs, while others take the first one that conies

along. Workers, on the other hand, only choose to become informationally hetero-

geneous if there is an appropriate degree of wage dispersion, enough so that workers

are indifferent about how much information they gather.

It is often claimed that wage dispersion among firms within a narrowly defined

sector can be attributed to the firm's technology choice (see Reynolds, 1951, for

some case study evidence in line with this view). 1 However, if firm heterogeneity

explains wage dispersion, then one should equally like to understand why there is

persistent 'technology' dispersion. Our model provides a parsimonious answer to

these previously unexplored questions. Even though firms have access to a common
production technology, in equilibria with wage dispersion, they will choose different

capital intensities. This is due to a natural single-crossing property: firms that offer

high wages enjoy long job queues and have a high expected marginal product of

capital, hence they invest more. Therefore, in contrast to the conventional view,

that technology dispersion causes wage dispersion and that technology dispersion

is exogenous, this paper argues that wage dispersion causes technology dispersion,

and offers a succinct explanation for equilibrium wage dispersion.

1 Of course, this claim is inconsistent with a competitive labor market, in which identical workers

must earn a common wage.



1.2 Efficiency

The focus of this paper is not on the mere existence of equilibria with wage and

technology dispersion, but on their relative efficiency. Our main point is easiest to

understand by temporarily ignoring firms' investment decision and focusing only on

their binary 'entry' margin. When there is no wage dispersion, workers do not search

and firms have complete monopsony power over workers who apply for their jobs.

Hence firms offer them a wage equal to the disutility of labor. However, this wage is

below the social shadow value of the worker, causing inefficiencies. More explicitly, if

workers still participate in the market with this low wage, firms will enter in excessive

numbers because each employment relation creates high profits. Since firm entry has

a positive cost, this method of rent-dissipation is excessively costly. Alternatively,

with such low wages, workers may prefer nonparticipation, as in Diamond's (1971)

paradox; then the economy collapses. Both sources of inefficiency are avoided with

wage dispersion. When wages are disperse, workers search in order to obtain better

wages and this forces firms to pay higher wages. Since potential profits are now
lower, excessive entry is avoided, and because expected wages are higher, workers

are willing to participate.

A second reason that wage dispersion is efficient emerges when we endogenize

firms' capital investment (technology) decision. As noted above, we prove the exis-

tence of equilibria in which different firms make different ex ante investments, and

firms that make larger investments offer higher wages. Given that the marginal

product of labor differs across firms, it is perhaps not as surprising that there is

wage dispersion. However, the efficiency of wage dispersion in this environment is

extremely surprising. It is well-known that if firms making larger ex ante invest-

ments must pay higher wages, they will tend to underinvest, because workers will

appropriate some of the profits from the investment through this upward sloping

wage-investment schedule (Grout, 1984). Still, an equilibrium with a flat wage-

investment schedule, i.e. with no wage dispersion, is much worse. In an equilibrium

without wage dispersion, workers will not gather wage information, and so firms

cannot use wages to increase the probability of filling their jobs. Effectively, labor

is rationed and the rationing scheme does not depend on the marginal product of

labor at particular firms. Free entry then drives firms towards the technology that

uses the minimum capital-output ratio, causing severe underinvestment. In other

words, in order for firms to make substantial ex ante investments, high productivity

firms must be able to attract workers at faster rate, a phenomenon that we refer

to as sorting (the opposite of the rationing scheme without search). Sorting is only

possible if workers search, and workers only search if there is wage dispersion. Sum-
marizing this logic, sorting requires firms to offer an upward sloping wage-investment

schedule.

Very strikingly, we also find that in the limit in which search costs become very

small, the equilibrium with wage dispersion converges to an allocation in which the

participation of workers, the entry of firms and firms' ex ante investment choices are

all constrained efficient. That is, the limit point of the search equilibrium maximizes



output in the economy, subject to the fundamental coordination problem caused by
workers making independent applications. In traditional search models with wage
bargaining, it is not possible to ensure efficiency under any circumstances, and so it

is extremely surprisingly that with wage posting, efficiency is achieved under very

mild informational requirements. In particular, in this efficient allocation, a fraction

of workers sample two wages and the rest sample only one.

We also find that in a static model (Sections 2-4), efficient wage dispersion is

equivalent to the statement that an equilibrium in which workers use a fixed sample

of size one is much less efficient than an equilibrium with a larger fixed sample size.

In a dynamic environment (Section 5), an equilibrium with pure sequential search,

in which every worker learns the result of one application before sampling the next,

is much less efficient than an equilibrium with a mixture of fixed sample size and

sequential search.

To summarize, search and information gathering by workers are necessary for the

economy to achieve efficiency in a number of dimensions, and this is only possible

if there are rewards to search, namely, wage dispersion.

1.3 Related Literature

Numerous previous papers have found equilibrium wage or price dispersion in search

models. See Albrecht and Axell (1984), Robert and Stahl (1993), Salop and Stiglitz

(1982), Sattinger (1991) and Stahl (1994), among others. Burdett and Mortensen

(1989) generate wage dispersion, because low wages raise the probability of quits;

some firms choose to pay higher wages and have lower turnover costs. Butters (1977)

and Lang (1991) work with models in which workers receive random amounts of wage

information from firms, thereby generating informational heterogeneity and equilib-

rium wage dispersion. These models do not endogenize informational heterogeneity;

and therefore, do not reach our crucial conclusion regarding the link between wage

dispersion and efficiency

Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) obtain disperse wages for identical workers in

a model in which firms have exogenously different productivities; workers appro-

priate some of the profit of high productivity firms through bilateral bargaining.

Montgomery (1991) obtains a similar result in a model with wage posting and no

sampling costs, because high productivity firms are more eager to attract workers.

Neither of these models, however, explain the source of this technology dispersion.

Our paper is most closely related to the important work by Burdett and Judd

(1983). In a buyer-seller model of search, they establish equilibrium price dispersion

with homogeneous and optimizing agents on both sides of the market, and the

reason, as in our paper, is endogenous informational heterogeneity. However, there

is a significant difference between Burdett and Judd's model and ours, which makes

welfare analysis impossible in their framework. They assume that if a consumer

walks into a store, he will purchase the good at the posted price. This is equivalent

to constant returns to the variable input: namely, a firm's profit is its markup times



its expected queue length. In contrast, we assume that there are decreasing returns

to the variable inputs, labor and capital, in addition to a small fixed cost. Thus, as

in Peters (1991) and Montgomery (1991), firms always face 'capacity constraints'.

This gives us a clear definition of a firm, which enables us to endogenize entry and

investment, and to analyze efficiency. Burdett and Judd treat entry, investment,

and participation as exogenous, and simply establish equilibrium price dispersion. 2

1.4 Outline

In Section 2 we describe a static general equilibrium search model; for simplicity,

we ignore firms' investment decision, and instead impose that all active firms are

ex post identical. We characterize the equilibria of this economy in some detail:

there will always exist an equilibrium with little sampling and no wage dispersion;

and for moderate sampling costs, there will also exist equilibria in which workers

sample many jobs and wages are disperse. We provide closed form solutions for

variables of interest, including the wage distribution and the number of active firms.

Some of the arguments we develop in this section are of independent interest, but we

justify our detailed analysis of this simple economy because it facilitates the develop-

ment of the more complex environments later in the paper. Section 3 demonstrates

that equilibria with wage dispersion and sampling Pareto dominate the equilibrium

without wage dispersion, thus establishing this paper's title. In Section 4, we endog-

enize firms' investment decisions, which allows us to address several new issues. We
establish the close link between wage and technology dispersion, showing that tech-

nology dispersion is an immediate consequence of wage dispersion. We also show

that wage dispersion encourages workers' sampling, which in turn enables high pro-

ductivity firms to attract longer job queues (sorting). Section 5 embeds our results

in a dynamic general equilibrium framework. It demonstrates that all the results

of the one-period model generalize to the dynamic environment and shows that in

this case, equilibrium (and efficient) search is a combination of fixed sample and

sequential search. Section 6 concludes.

2 The Static Model

2.1 The Environment

We will first present a one-period economy with no investment. There is a continuum

1 of workers and a larger continuum of firms. Each firm has access to a simple

Leontieff technology; it produces 1 unit of output if it employs a worker, and cannot

employ more than 1 worker. This captures decreasing returns to labor in a simple

2To endogenize entry in Burdett and Judd's model, it would be necessary to close the model
with an entry cost. But as search costs disappear, prices converge to the Walrasian level, marginal

cost. Firms are then be unable to cover their fixed cost.



form. All agents have linear utility. The disutility of work and unemployment

benefit for workers are normalized to 0.

The sequence of events is as follows.

1. Firms decide whether to post a vacancy or not. Posting a vacancy costs 7.

We denote the set of firms that post a vacancy by V and the measure of the

set V by V.

2. Each firm i E V posts a wage Wi E R.

3. Each worker decides how many vacancies to sample (her search intensity). A
worker who samples n > 1 vacancies learns the wage offered by n randomly

chosen firms i EV.

4. Each worker applies to at most one of the firms she has sampled. Workers

rationally anticipate that a high wage will also attract other applicants; since

each vacancy corresponds to 1 job, the worker will then have a lower probability

of actually obtaining a high wage job. The exact form of this trade-off is

determined in equilibrium.

5. Finally, each vacancy chooses one of the applicants, and pays the posted wage.

Since applicants are homogeneous, the decision of whom to hire is arbitrary.

Naturally there may also be some firms without applicants.

The need for sampling comes from the fact that, although workers rationally

anticipate the equilibrium distribution of wages, they do not know which wage a

particular firm is offering (see Stigler, 1961). Because all firms appear to be identical

before individual wages are observed, a worker randomly samples n of them, and

learns the wage offered by the firms that it samples. 3 The cost of sampling the first

job, Ci, will be important in determining whether workers participate or not; at this

stage, we leave it unspecified. We assume that the cost of sampling the n job,

n > 2, is cn > 0. We also assume that cn is weakly increasing, which is equivalent

to the cost of search being weakly convex.

Point 4 expresses the fundamental coordination problem in our economy. Even

if there are N jobs and N workers, not all workers will be employed nor will all

jobs be filled. This is because some workers will apply to the same jobs, and some

firms will not receive any applicants (see also Peters, 1991). In contrast, a Walrasian

auctioneer would ensure that each job receives one worker, and this coordination

problem would not have arisen.

Let An be the proportion of workers sampling n jobs (or equivalently, the proba-

bility that a representative worker samples n jobs). We naturally have Y^=a \i = 1>

and we let q = 1/V be the inverse of the tightness of the labor market. We also

denote the cumulative wage distribution by G(w), and let W be the support of G.

3This is an urn-ball search technology; each of qN workers throws n balk with equal probability

into the N urns representing active firms. We take the limit as TV goes to infinity. We work with

a continuum of agents, rather than a countable infinity, for notational convenience.



2.2 Defining an Equilibrium

Let pn (i;wi,...,wn )
6 [0,1] be the probability that a worker who samples n jobs

described by the vector w = (wi,...,wn )
applies to the i

th job he has located, i.e.

the job offering tUj. This function will be determined in equilibrium from workers'

preferences. At this stage, we impose two restrictions on p. First, since pn is a

probability, Y%=-[Pn(i] w) < 1, where we allow for the possibility that a worker

applies to none of the jobs she samples. Second, since there is no inherent order

to a sample, we impose the symmetry restriction that for any two vectors Wy and

Wji, identical except that their i
th and j

th elements have been swapped, pn (i,Wy) =

Pn(j, wij)- This implies in particular that for some vector w with Wi = Wj, we must

have pn (i,w) =p„(j,w).

Building on the preferences embodied in p and the wage distribution G, we

define the probability that a worker who samples n random wages from distribution

G including one offering w applies to the one offering w as:

Gn (w) = I ••• I

p

n(l;w,w2 ,....,wn)dG(w2 ) -dG(wn ) (1)

Let us also define S(tu) = Y^H=\ n^nGn (w), which will be the probability that a

'representative' worker applies to a firm offering w, conditional on sampling such a

firm. Dividing this by the vacancy-unemployment ratio, or equivalently multiplying

this by q, we obtain the expected number of applications that a firm posting w
receives. Therefore, the probability that a firm posting the wage w receives at least

one application (or equivalently, 1 minus the probability that it receives none) is:
4

P{w) = 1 - e~ q^w)
(2)

The gross expected profit of a firm offering wage w is

n(w) = (l - e
-«s

(™)) (1 - w) (3)

Similarly, the expected return of a worker applying to a job offering w is:

1 _ e
-9E(w)

p{w) = — w (4)
qT,{w)

In words, the return from applying to a vacancy offering w is the probability of

obtaining this job times the wage. The fraction in (4) is the probability that a worker

applying to w is hired, which is the ratio of the probability that a firm posting w
hires a worker, P(w), and the expected queue length or number of applicants for

the job, qY,(w).

4Since all workers are homogeneous, the firm is indifferent between any positive number of

applications. Also, note that workers do not observe how many other workers have sampled a

particular firm, and hence cannot condition their applications on this variable.



We also denote the expected return to sampling n wages drawn randomly from
G as Rn, n > 1.

f - n

Rn = nJ P(w)Gn(w)dG(w)-J2ci (5)
i=i

Also let R denote the return to a non-participating worker, normalized to zero.

Now we can define an equilibrium of this static labor market:

Definition 1 An equilibrium consists of a measure of active firms V, a distribution

of posted wages G with support W, an expected profit function for firms it, expected

return functions for workers p and R, preference functions {pn }, and sample size

decisions for workers {An } such that:

1. (Profit Maximization) \/w G W and\/w', ii(w) > ir(w')

2. (Free Entry) Vw e W, n(w) = 7.

3. (Optimal Application) 5 Vn 6 N, Vw = (wi,...,wn ),

pn (i] w) = if p{wi) < max. p{wj) or if p{wt ) < 0, Vz

and
n

^2pn (i;w) = 1 if maxp(wj) >
i=i 3

4- (Optimal Sample) An . > only if n* 6 argmaxnSN-Rn-

2.3 Equilibria Without Search

We begin by establishing the existence of a 'no-search' equilibrium, which we define

as an equilibrium in which no worker samples more than one job, A + Ai = l.
6

Proposition 1 There exists an equilibrium in which no worker samples more than

one job. In any such equilibrium, all active firms offer a zero wage, and the

unemployment-vacancy (u-v) ratio is qXi = — log(l —7). If Ci is negative (posi-

tive, zero), then A a is one (zero, free), while XQ = 1 — Aj

.

5These two statements imply that a worker always applies for a wage Wi > if it is the most

preferred wage in her sample. The statements also allow for the case when workers have multiple

'most preferred wages'.
6We follow Stigler (1961) in reserving the term 'search equilibrium' to refer to an equilibrium

in which some workers sample multiple jobs, i.e. Ao + Ai < 1. Stigler writes "A buyer (or seller)

who wishes to ascertain the most favorable price must canvass various sellers (or buyers) — a

phenomenon I shall term 'search'." (p. 213)



Like all other proofs in this paper, we put the proof of Proposition 1 in the Appendix.

The existence of a no-search equilibrium is not surprising. A worker will not

search if there is a degenerate wage distribution. This implies that all firms have

full monopsony power over workers who apply to their vacancies and can offer a

wage equal to 0. If sampling the first job is pleasant (cj < 0), then in equilibrium

workers will randomly apply to a single firm. However, if it is costly (cj > 0) then

the Diamond (1971) paradox will prevail in equilibrium: anticipating the zero wages,

workers will not participate in the labor market, and there will be no production.

In the borderline case C\ = 0, some workers may drop out of the labor force, while

others sample a single job.

2.4 Equilibria With Search

We now turn our attention to 'search equilibria' in which some workers sample

multiple jobs, i.e. Ao + \\ < 1. Characterizing search equilibria is considerably more

complex, and we therefore proceed in steps.

2.4.1 Optimal Applications and the Wage Distribution

We begin by characterizing workers' application decision. We find that in equi-

librium workers prefer to apply for higher wages, even though high wage jobs are

associated with long queues (Lemma 1). We then use this finding to characterize

the support of the wage distribution (Lemma 2).

First, combining equation (3) with part 2 of Definition 1 (Free Entry), we obtain

that ViueW:

7 = (l - e
-'E

^)) (1 - w) (6)

The right hand side is the gross profit level of a firm offering wage w. For all wages

offered in equilibrium, this must equal 7.

Next, we define p{w
|
7), the return of a worker applying to a wage w, under

the (possibly hypothetical) assumption that the firm offering this wage makes gross

profits equal to 7. Mathematically, this function is obtained by solving (6) for qT,(w)

and substituting in (4). It is the return to a worker applying for wage w, once the

probability that other workers applying for this wage is adjusted so as to make this

firm's gross profit equal to 7. The expression for p(w
|
7) is given as:

71U~
P{W

' ^ =
(1 - iu)(log(l -w)- log(l - w - 7))

^
It can be verified easily that p is a strictly quasiconcave function of w. Also p is

equal to when w = or when w = 1 — 7, and is maximized at an intermediate

point w* which is the unique solution to:

(1 - w* - 7) (log(l - w*) - log(l -w*- 7)) = 710* (8)

If a wage is offered in equilibrium, then -k{w) = 7. Therefore, p(w
|
7) = p(w)

whenever w 6 W, and so p also describes the expected payoff to a worker of applying



for any wage offered on the equilibrium path. We use this fact to prove a key result

for the rest of our analysis.

Lemma 1 In equilibrium, p is strictly increasing on W.

This lemma establishes that in equilibrium, the fact that there is more competi-

tion for high wage jobs does not deter applicants. Workers expect a higher return if

they apply for a higher wage, and therefore always apply for the highest wage that

they sample. Thus, if Wi > maxj^Wj and Wi > 0, then pn (i;wi, ...,wn ) = 1.

That workers weakly prefer higher wages is not surprising. However, our result is

stronger: workers strictly prefer higher wages. One might imagine that competition

for higher wages is sufficiently severe, so that the decreased chance of being accepted

just offsets the increased reward from being hired. Lemma 1 precludes the possibility

of indifference by exploiting the properties of p and the equivalence of p and p on

W.
Using Lemma 1, we can fully characterize the support of the wage distribution.

Lemma 2 Assume An + Ai < 1. The support of the equilibrium wage distribution

W consists of a convex non-empty interval [0,w] and possibly the point w* > w.

The wage distribution G is atomless on [0,u)] but may have an atom at w*

.

This lemma proves that as long as some workers search, only two types of wage

distributions are admissible in equilibrium: a continuous distribution on a convex

support without any mass; and a distribution that is continuous on a convex support

and then has a positive mass at w*.

Lemma 2 captures Rothschild's (1973) criticism of search models, but turns it

on its head: if all firms offer the same wage, why should anyone sample multiple

jobs? If some workers sample multiple jobs, then the equilibrium wage distribution

must not be degenerate. This intuition also relates to the informational externality

identified by Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) in the context of a stock market. They
show that when prices transmit all the relevant information, no trader will exert

effort to find out additional information. Thus for traders to invest in information,

there must be a sufficient degree of noise in the system. Similarly, in our economy,

for workers to search, there must be a sufficient wage dispersion.

Because the wage distribution is atomless everywhere except at w* , for any

w ^ w* it is with probability zero that a worker sampling a finite number of firms

receives two offers at w. Since in addition workers always apply for the highest wage

they sample (Lemma 1), equation (1) implies Gn (w) = G(w)n~ 1
for all w ^ w*

7

7One can also solve for Gn (w*), although the argument is slightly more subtle, and is unneces-

sary for our analysis. A fraction 1 — G(w) of firms offer this high wage. In a sample of size n, the

expected number of firms posting w* is thus n (1 — G(w)). The probability that at least one firm

posts w* is 1 — G(w)n . The ratio of these two numbers is the expected number of firms posting

w* , conditional on receiving at least one offer of w*; and the inverse of this ratio is the probability

that the worker applies to any one such firm. Thus Gn (w*) = (1 - G(w)n
)
/n (1 — G(w)).

10



Using this, we can rewrite equation (5), the return to sampling n wages, in terms

of the equilibrium wage distribution:

Rn = n p(w)G(w) n- 1 dG(w) + p(w*) (1 - G(w)n )
- $> (9)

Jo i=i

Rn equals the payoff if the highest wage is drawn from the atomless part of the

wage distribution, times the probability of this event; plus the payoff if the sample

includes w* , times the probability of this event; minus search costs.

2.4.2 Optimal Sample Size

In this subsection, we characterize the optimal sample size. The main result is that

in equilibrium, no worker will sample more than two jobs. The first step in the proof

is showing that there is no equilibrium in which all workers sample multiple jobs.

Lemma 3 In any equilibrium with A + Aj < 1, Xj > 0.

In a search equilibrium where some workers sample multiple jobs, i.e. A + A a <
1, it must be the case that some other workers still sample only one job, that is

Ai > 0. Intuitively, workers sample multiple jobs only if there is a non-degenerate

wage distribution. However, if all active workers sample many jobs, then given the

monotonic preferences established in Lemma 1, no worker would apply to the lowest

wage firm, and it would have zero gross profits, violating the free entry condition.

Thus some workers must always choose a sample size of one.

Next, we show that there are decreasing returns to sample size, n:

Lemma 4 In equilibrium, Rn—Rn-i > Rn+\—Rn Vn > 1, and strictly if\o+M < 1.

This is a well-known result in search models with fixed sample sizes (see for example

Stigler, 1961). Intuitively, sampling an additional job is only worthwhile if the

job turns out to be superior to the other jobs that a worker has sampled. This

becomes less and less likely as the worker samples more jobs. Equivalently, there

are decreasing returns to search, because the probability that the worker decides to

apply for the last job she has sampled is decreasing in the total number of jobs she

samples, and also because marginal search costs are nondecreasing.

Lemmata 3 and 4 imply that some workers sample one job and the remaining

workers either all sample zero jobs or else all sample two jobs:

Lemma 5 In any equilibrium with Ao + Ai < 1, Ai + A2 = 1.

Sampling is costly. For there to be sufficient benefits to search, there needs to be

a sufficiently disperse distribution of wages. However, firms will only be willing to

offer a disperse wage distribution when some workers take the first job that comes

along. Therefore, irrespective of the costs of search, a number of workers will always
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sample only one job. This will support a distribution of wages which will make it

worthwhile for others to search. In other words, in equilibrium some workers must

free-ride on the sampling of others.

A very convenient implication of this lemma is that no worker samples three

or more wages in any equilibrium. Since the no-search equilibrium, i.e. equilibria

with A + A] = 1, are fully characterized by Proposition 1, we focus attention on

search equilibria with A2 > 0. We also adopt the notation z = A2, and refer to z

as the fraction of workers who search. Also, from Lemma 5, in a search equilibrium

Ai = 1 - z.

2.4.3 Characterizing Equilibria

In this subsection, we characterize the wage distribution in search equilibria. We
first solve explicitly for G(w) from the zero-profit condition of firms, and then find

the tightness of the labor market consistent with equilibrium. Finally, we prove the

existence of this equilibrium.

With the fraction of workers who sample two wages equal to z, E(iu) can be

substituted in equation (3) to give:

%{w) = (l - e
-*«l-*)+2Ga<«0*))

(1 _ w
) (10)

where G^^) is the probability that a worker applies to w rather than another wage

randomly drawn from G. From the Free Entry condition of equilibrium, n(w) = 7.

Using this and inverting (10), we get an expression for Gi'-

G2 (w)
= Ml -*>)- l°g(l ~ tg - 7) ~ g(l - z)

2K
' 2qz

y J

It is easily verified that G2(w) is an increasing function of w. In fact, as noted above

G2(w) = G(w) for all w ^ w*, thus (11) gives the distribution of wages except at

the point of atom, w*.

Now by Lemma 2, G W, and so by free entry, 7r(0) = 7. Also, by Lemma 1,

^2(0) = 0. Then we can immediately solve for the equilibrium u-v ratio (or labor

market 'slackness' g) only as a function of the search behavior of workers, z:

q
= zML=Jl (12)

From (12), g is positive and increasing in z. Note that at z = 0, this expression

corresponds to the equilibrium u-v ratio without search, given by Proposition 1.

More generally, with a higher proportion of workers searching, the labor market

is less tight. The intuition for this result is simple but instructive: when more

workers search, firms are induced to pay higher wages in order to attract workers

who now have more options. Hence, rents are shifted from firms to workers, and this

discourages entry. A slightly different way of expressing this intuition is as follows.
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There are rents in this economy that need to be dissipated. The dissipation of rents

either happens by firms entering in larger numbers until the fixed costs of entry

(7) exhaust the rents, or it takes the form of workers searching for high wage jobs,

which induces firms to offer higher wages.

With these results, we are now in a position to fully characterize the equilibrium

of this economy. We divide search equilibria into two groups, stable and unstable,

based on the notion of fictitious play. At an equilibrium allocation, consider a small

increase in z, the fraction of workers sampling two wages. If this leads to a decrease

(increase) in the marginal return to searching for the 2
nd wage, R2 — Ri, we will say

that the equilibrium is stable (unstable).

Proposition 2 3c such that Vc2 > c, there does not exist a search equilibrium, and

Vc2 E (0,c), there exist at least two search equilibria. One of these equilibria is stable

and one is unstable. In each of these equilibria:

1. the support of the wage distribution is [0, w] Uw*, where w <w* defined in (8);

2. the wage distribution is characterized by

= l^z / log(l-i0)-log(l-ii,- 7 ) _ A
(ig)

V
' 2z \ -log(l- 7) J

on [0,w] and by a mass /j, of firms at w* , where

ll + Z 1-2 { [OS(l-w'-l)-log(\-W) \ \"=™x\- r[ mi^j J> / <

14
>

3. z is less than a cutoff level z < 1

.

The appendix gives the proof as well as the expression for some of the variables

defined in the proposition {e.g. w, z).

Observe that although the cost of sampling a second job, c2 , is crucial for the

existence and characterization of a search equilibrium, search equilibria are unaf-

fected by the cost of sampling a first job c 1; as long as c\ < c2 . This is because

search equilibria are defined by workers' indifference between sampling one and two

jobs. Decreasing returns to search (Lemma 4) implies that whenever workers are

indifferent between sampling one and two jobs, they strictly prefer this alternative

to nonparticipation.

The proposition establishes that for any moderate cost of sampling a second

job, there exists a distribution of wages such that workers are indifferent between

sampling one and two jobs. The informational heterogeneity that results from the

diversity in workers' search behavior induces firms to offer a distribution of wages.

Because there exist some workers (at least a fraction 1 — z) who will take the first

job they see, not all firms will offer w* . Low wage firms will then be trading off a

lower probability of hiring against higher net revenues conditional on hiring.
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Observe that in response to changes in z, the wage distribution shifts in the

sense of first order stochastic dominance. When there is more search, the entire

wage distribution function shifts to the right. This again captures the notion of

free-riding in this model. When a worker decides to sample more jobs, she improves

the distribution of wages for all other workers. In this context, the requirement z < z

makes intuitive sense: if a great majority of workers search, then a firm offering a

very low wage would have almost no chance of hiring a worker and would therefore

make losses. All firms must offer w*. But a degenerate distribution of wages at w*
would not justify search.

Proposition 2 characterizes all search equilibria, and shows that there must be at

least two such equilibria when c2 is not too large. We also conjecture that there are

only two equilibria with search in total, and explain why in the appendix; however,

we have been unable to prove this result analytically.

2.5 Discussion

Our main result in this section is the existence and characterization of the equilibria.

First, there is an equilibrium with no search and a degenerate wage distribution

(Proposition 1). Second, there is a (stable) search equilibrium (Proposition 2) with

wage dispersion. Some wage dispersion is necessary for there to be a reward for

searching, and yet, equilibrium wage dispersion is necessarily limited, because if

dispersion were so great that all workers searched, a firm at the bottom of the wage

distribution would never hire anyone.

The intuition for the multiplicity of equilibria is worth discussing. Workers want

to search if the distribution of wages is disperse. How disperse this distribution

is depends on how many workers search. Essentially, it is this general equilibrium

interaction that ensures the multiplicity of equilibria. However, there is more to the

economics of this result. The dispersion of wages is non-monotonic in the proportion

of workers who search. When no one searches, the wage distribution is degenerate

at 0. At the other extreme, when at least a fraction z of workers sample two or

more jobs, there is a single wage at w* . In contrast in all intermediate cases, the

distribution is diffuse. This implies that the incentive to sample is strongest when

an intermediate number of other agents search. Put differently, when z = —
when no one searches — sampling decisions are strategic complements: a worker

only searches if others do so, because sampling by others induces a distribution of

wages. In contrast when z is positive, sampling decisions are strategic substitutes;

when others search, this limits the dispersion of the wage distribution, and a worker

does not have much incentive to sample.

Finally, it is informative to consider the limit point as 7, the cost of creating

an additional vacancy, goes to zero. In this limit, there are an infinite number of

open vacancies per active worker, and all vacancies expect zero profit. Because the

u-v ratio is zero, it is with zero probability that two workers apply for the same

job. Therefore, workers do not have to worry about the fundamental coordination
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problem of our economy. The return to applying to a wage at w is now p(w) — w. As

a result, this limit point corresponds to Burdett and Judd's (1983) model where all

workers would obtain jobs. The equilibrium wage distribution is also well-behaved in

this limit, and is given by G(w) = ^n-w) • Thus, our model nests the Burdett-Judd

economy. However, as we show in the next section, our efficiency conclusions, even

for 7 arbitrarily close to 0, differ radically from what one finds with an exogenous

number of firms.

2.6 Comparative Statics and Limit Point

What happens when the cost of search, c2 ,
falls? First, as is usual in models of mul-

tiple equilibria, in order to answer this question we concentrate on stable equilibria.

As c2 falls, the no-search equilibrium continues to exist; however small the cost of

search may be, the strategic complementarity at the point of no search is sufficiently

strong to preserve this equilibrium.
8

Next consider the stable search equilibrium, in which z is decreasing in c2 . As

one would expect, lower search costs lead to more search. As remarked above,

the increase in z translates into a shift of G to a new distribution that first-order

stochastically dominates the old one. In particular, as c2 falls and workers search

more, the wage distribution becomes increasingly concentrated at w* ,
but the lower

support remains at w = 0. Finally, in the limit point of c2 = 0, the distribution is

degenerate at w*.

We also observe that w* is exactly the wage that Moen (1995) and Shimer

(1996) find as the unique equilibrium wage in a model in which firms post wages

and workers observe all the posted wage offers (see also Mortensen and Wright,

1995). This implies an upper hemicontinuity in the set of equilibria as a function of

sampling costs cn in this class of models, and is reassuring.
9 Yet, there are important

differences between this paper and Moen's and Shimer's earlier work. First, we have

demonstrated that it is not necessary for workers to observe all the posted wages in

order to ensure that all firms post w*. In fact, a much less stringent condition, that

at least a proportion z < 1 of workers observe two of the wage offers, is sufficient.

Second, this is not the only equilibrium that is a limit point of our model as search

costs fall. As noted above, the no-search equilibrium continues to exist at the limit;

Moen and Shimer ignore this equilibrium.

Finally, explicitly or implicitly, these papers impose the condition first proposed

by Peters (1991) that search strategies should be anonymous] by assumption, one

worker cannot decide to apply only to 'blue' firms, while an identical worker applies

only to 'green' firms. If each worker could for example search for a job that bore

her name, the coordination problem would be solved. However, this solution is only

8 However, at the limit when c% = — and only at this limit point — this equilibrium involves

workers using weakly dominated strategies. By searching for two jobs, they have nothing to lose,

but a lot to gain if some firms were to post positive wages.
9The set of equilibria is however not lower hemicontinuous. When C2 = 0, any search behavior

with z > z is an equilibrium. In all of these equilibria, wages are degenerate at w*

.
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possible when workers observe all the wage offers, and hence know which job bears

her name. In our model, even in the limit with c2 = 0, workers would observe a

finite number of wage offers from a continuum (especially if for some n > 2, cn > 0).

Coordination using names or other non-wage characteristics of jobs would remain
impossible. Therefore, we do not require this additional anonymity restriction.

2.7 Employment and Search

Note an interesting implication of our model: as search costs fall, more workers

search and average wages increase. This is because, as discussed in Section 2.6,

more search raises z, which according to equation (13) leads to a downward shift of

G(w) and thus to higher wages. Because the associated reduction in profits attracts

entry by fewer firms, the tightness of the labor market and employment decline.

This result is stark in our model because more search does not directly increase the

number of applications — each worker still applies to one job. Instead, as we have

emphasized before, search is a mechanism for sharing rents. Because search transfers

rents from firms to workers, it reduces vacancy creation, and thus employment. One
might also imagine that higher search intensity increases the number of firms that

a worker contacts; yet, the effect of search on rent distribution, ignored in the

literature, will always be present when worker search is explicitly modeled. Then,

more search will raise employment if the informational benefits of search outweigh

the reduction in job creation caused by rent redistribution.

Some simple extensions to our model allow search to have a potentially positive

impact on employment. Here we briefly mention three. The first is to assume that

there is a distribution of costs of entering the market for workers. Thus effectively

worker i has cost of sampling the first job, c\ and the distribution of this variable

is given by T(ci). If we allow for the possibility that c\ > c2 for some workers,

then high-cost workers may choose not to participate in the labor market, even in a

search equilibrium. While all of our other conclusions remain, the implications for

employment are quite different. Let R* be the equilibrium return to participating in

the labor market, ignoring the entry cost c\. This is the same for all workers, since

in a search equilibrium workers are indifferent between sampling one or two wages,

R* — j™ p(w
|
^y)dG(w). In this case, only a fraction N = T(i?*) of workers, those

with c\ less than R* ,
actually participate in the labor market. Thus the number

of vacancies in the economy, V, will be equal to iV divided by the u-v ratio q. For

a given q, an increase in the return to worker search will encourage more vacancy

creation. And the probability that an average vacancy hires a worker will be given

by10 £ = J^ (t?-) dG(w) + (
1J -,

J
fJ,, independent of workers' participation decision.

Total employment is then NS/q. Now a decrease in search costs c2 increases search

intensity and raises wages. By reducing entry, this lowers the probability that an

active worker is hired, £/q. However, by raising the return to participation, this

10To calculate this probability, note that a firm offering wage w hires a worker with probability

P(w) satisfying P(w)(l — w) = 7. Then integrate over P(w).
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raises the number of active workers. The effect on total employment is ambiguous.

Alternatively, we could assume that there is probability x that the match between

a worker and a firm is not successful, and that workers learn about the success of

a match after sampling the firm, but before deciding where to apply. Our analysis

so far can be considered a special case with X = 0. With more search, the number

of successful matches, and therefore employment, may increase. Finally, we could

allow workers to apply to more than one firm among those that they have located.

Then with higher search intensity, the number of applications will increase. We
conjecture that the last two extensions leave our main results unchanged, although

they introduce new complexities. For example, workers may choose to sample three

or more jobs.

3 Welfare

We now investigate whether the decentralized equilibria we characterized in the pre-

vious section have some desirable efficiency properties. We show that no equilibrium

is socially optimal, even in a constrained sense that accounts for the immutable co-

ordination problem. However, any search equilibrium with wage dispersion Pareto

dominates the no-search equilibrium with a degenerate wage distribution. Thus

wage dispersion is required for 'third-best' efficiency in this market economy.

We will use the notion of efficiency that is the usual one in the literature (e.g. Ho-

sios, 1990). We compare equilibria to the choice of a 'social planner' who maximizes

total output, but is subject to the same search frictions as the decentralized economy.

To set the scene for our results, we remind the reader that the standard Diamond-

Mortensen-Pissarides search model, in which workers and firms randomly run into

each other and then determine wages via Nash Bargaining, achieves efficiency for

one particular value of the bargaining parameter (Hosios, 1990). Moreover, Moen

(1995) and Shimer (1996) show that the equilibrium is always efficient if firms post

wages and workers costlessly observe all the wage offers before applying for a job.

We will contrast our results with these findings.

3.1 Social Optimum

Consider a social planner who chooses the number of active firms V and the search

intensity of workers {An } in an effort to maximize output. There is no reason for the

social planner to incur search costs, and therefore, assuming C\ is not so large that

he would shut down the economy, he would choose Aj = 1 and An = for all n > 1.

Compared to this allocation, a decentralized search equilibrium is inefficient, because

from the planner's perspective, search is an inefficient means of transferring wealth

across agents. Thus a search equilibrium can never coincide with the constrained

efficient allocation. This result relates to our earlier observation that the role of

search is not to increase the number of applications, but to change the distribution

of rents.
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Can the no-search equilibrium described in Proposition 1 be efficient? The plan-

ner would set V to maximize total surplus:

max 0; (l - e~llv) V - 7V - a

She must choose whether to shut down the economy, which gives zero, or to create

jobs, which gives the second expression. Since all workers sample and apply for one
randomly chosen job, the first term in the second expression is the number of jobs

created times the productivity of a job (=1). The second term is the cost of the

vacancies created, and the third term is the 'cost' of workers searching. •

One can easily confirm that the planner would not shut down the labor market

when C\ < 0. In this case, her objective function is concave (for V > 0) and achieves

its maximum at V* satisfying:

l_ e
-i/^_

e
-i/^

/y
* =7 (15)

This gives the optimal 'tightness' of the labor market when the planner can regulate

both the entry of firms and the search behavior of workers.

In the no-search equilibrium with C\ < 0, Proposition 1 states that the wage

distribution is degenerate at zero and V is given by:

l- e-W =1
( 16)

V is always larger than V*, because compared to (16), (15) has the additional term
— e~ l ^v * /V* , which captures the congestion effect. When the social planner creates

an additional vacancy, she takes into account that the reduction in the probability

that other firms will be able to hire a worker. In contrast, in the decentralized

equilibrium with firms receiving all the output from their match {i.e. z = 0) this

effect is ignored.

What happens when c y
> 0? For moderate values of this cost, the no-search equi-

librium remains inefficient relative to the planner's choice, although the inefficiency

takes a different form. There is no activity in the no-search equilibrium, while the

planner prefers to create vacancies and have workers participate. In contrast, for C\

larger than some positive threshold c* , the no-search equilibrium is efficient, because

the sampling is so costly that the social planner would shut down the economy. The

labor markets of interest for us clearly have Cj < c*

.

We summarize this result in the next proposition (proof in the text):

Proposition 3 3c* > such that for all c\ < c* , the decentralized equilibria of

Section 2 are inefficient: the no-search equilibrium either has too many vacancies

(if c\ is negative) or too little worker participation (if C\ is positive), and in any

search equilibrium, workers spend excessive resources sampling jobs. If C\ > c* , then

both decentralized economy and the constrained optimum have no production.

This result is in stark contrast to the efficiency of the decentralized equilibrium

without costs of sampling wages. In fact, as noted in the Section 2.6, one of the
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two limit points of our model with c2 —> is an equilibrium in which z workers

sample two jobs, and the wage distribution is degenerate at w*. At this limit, the

equilibrium is socially optimal: if all firms offer w*, free entry implies that there will

be V* vacancies; and since c2 = 0, workers incur no search costs. Comparing our

results to this limiting case makes it clear that all the inefficiencies arise because of

the sampling decision. Intuitively, by sampling more firms, workers create a number

of externalities. As a result, the equilibrium is always inefficient. Either workers

incur additional sampling costs that the planner avoids, or there is excessive entry

of firms.

It is interesting to note that even though decentralized equilibria are inefficient,

there is a government intervention that decentralizes the constrained efficient allo-

cation — a minimum wage at w*. Then, no firm can offer less than w* , and no

firm would want to offer more (given the form of p(w) characterized in Section 2).

Workers would save on sampling costs, and the efficient number of firms would enter.

3.2 Efficient Wage Dispersion

Although all decentralized equilibria are inefficient, they can be Pareto ranked. In

this section, we prove that any search equilibrium ex ante Pareto dominates the

no-search equilibrium, in the sense that ex ante all workers would strictly prefer to

be in a search equilibrium; firms make zero profits in each equilibrium. This is true

even though a social planner would never have workers search.

Proposition 4 Whenever it exists, a search equilibrium ex ante Pareto dominates

the no-search equilibrium.

Since no-search equilibria do not involve wage dispersion (Proposition 1) and search

equilibria necessarily do (Proposition 2), it follows that wage dispersion is necessary

for the economy to achieve third-best efficiency.

The intuition for this proposition is very easy to see in the case where c\ is

positive. In the no-search equilibrium, Diamond's paradox applies. This highly

inefficient outcome can be avoided if wages were positive, and this is only possible if

there is wage dispersion so that workers find it profitable to search. The equilibrium

characterized in Proposition 2 does this. With C\ negative, there is production in

the no-search equilibrium, but again the outcome is extremely inefficient. Recall

that without search, wages are equal to zero and all the rents go to firms. But, free

entry forces all firms to make zero profits, hence rents are dissipated via excessive

entry of firms, and costs of vacancy creation are too high.

This result is closely related to the efficiency of search models with bargaining.

As shown by Hosios (1990), when firms have too much bargaining power, there will

be excessive entry and excessively low unemployment. In our model, the same result

obtains in the no-search equilibrium. In contrast, in the search equilibrium with

wage dispersion, some rents get transferred to workers. Since worker participation

is inelastic, the additional rent dissipation is limited, and welfare is higher.
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^From this discussion it appears that there is some asymmetry between the

worker and the firm side. In fact, this asymmetry arises endogenously in our model.

On the firm side, when rents are high, all firms want to enter. In contrast, on the

worker side, as noted earlier, search intensities are strategic substitutes: when other

workers are searching a lot, wages are pushed up, and the distribution of wages is

concentrated. Therefore, each worker has only weak incentives to exert high search

effort. This effect limits the search costs that society has to incur. Thus wage

dispersion is the market's means of controlling entry.

Proposition 4 holds for any positive entry cost 7. One might think that in the

limit as 7 converges to — which we argued in Section 2.5 corresponds to Burdett

and Judd's (1983) model — one source of inefficiency in the no-search equilibrium,

excessive entry, will disappear. If it did, the no-search equilibrium would dominate

the search equilibrium, which would still have excessive search costs. This reasoning

is incorrect, however. In the limit, an infinite measure of firms spend arbitrarily little

on entry, and total expenditures converges to a finite, positive number, smaller in

the search equilibrium than in the no-search equilibrium. As a result, the search

equilibrium continues to Pareto dominate the no-search equilibrium. Put differently,

when many firms enter, each firm has a small congestion externality on every other

firm, but the total external effect does not disappear. Therefore, even when entry

costs converge to zero, wage dispersion is socially beneficial.

To conclude, we have established that with homogeneous firms, search is pri-

vately a rent-seeking activity. This transfer of rents is nonetheless very useful from

an efficiency viewpoint, because (z) dissipation of rents by further entry of firms

is socially more expensive; and (ii) it prevents worker nonparticipation and mar-

ket breakdown, the well-known Diamond's paradox. Therefore, with homogeneous

firms (and no government intervention) , wage dispersion is necessary for workers to

search, average wages to increase and the society to reach a more efficient allocation.

4 Efficient Technology Dispersion

In reality, wage dispersion appears more common when the marginal product of

labor differs across firms. This manifests itself, for example, as a correlation between

wages and firm profitability (e.g. Blanchflower, Oswald and Sanfey, 1996). Thus

one might be tempted to use productivity differentials to explain wage differentials.

Such an answer, however, simply shifts the puzzle one step back. Why do firms opt

to use different technologies? To answer this question, we allow firms to make ex

ante capital investments. We establish the existence of an equilibrium with wage

and technology dispersion in this environment. This equilibrium exists because

workers will search only if there is wage dispersion; and firms offering higher wages

and enjoying longer job queues prefer to make larger ex ante investments, a simple

single crossing property.

Our main result in this section is that an equilibrium in which firms that make

larger ex ante investments, choose to pay higher wages, is more efficient than an
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equilibrium in which the wage distribution is degenerate. This result is surprising;

wage dispersion is equivalent to an upward sloping wage-investment schedule, which

naturally distorts investment decisions (see Grout 1984; Acemoglu, 1996a). In other

words, when workers appropriate some of the returns in the form of higher wages,

there will be underinvestment. However, we show that this 'holdup' externality is

dominated by another, more important consideration, sorting. Firms care about

the probability that they are able to hire a worker. In particular, high productivity

firms have a larger opportunity cost from not producing, and so want to attract

longer queues. They can only do this if workers search, and workers will search only

if there is wage dispersion. Thus sorting requires wage dispersion, and if sorting is

possible, high productivity firms will choose to offer higher wages. We show that

this second effect dominates the traditional holdup problem.

4.1 The Environment

We assume that before contacting a worker, each firm decides what type of job to

create. For instance the firm chooses a technology from a production possibility set,

or chooses its level of capital investment. Formally, we model this as a choice of

'capital intensity' k € [k, oo), which is available elastically at a price normalized to 1.

k > represents a minimal investment required to achieve any output, representing

perhaps the cost of posting a vacancy (7). A job using k units of capital will produce

f{k) if the firm hires a worker, and nothing otherwise, where / : [k, 00) 1— K+ . The

rest of the sequence of events is exactly as in Section 2. In particular, each worker

simply cares about the wage that a firm offers, not its capital investment. As before,

she must sample a firm in order to find out its wage. In keeping with the spirit of

this paper, we assume that workers cannot observe a firm's capital intensity without

sampling the firm, and hence each worker draws a random sample of the firms that

have opened vacancies.To simplify the analysis, from now on we assume that C\

equals zero, and that all workers participate in the labor market (i.e. Ao = 0). This

rules out the Diamond paradox, which we discussed in detail in Section 2, and

allows us to focus on the more interesting no-search equilibria, those with worker

participation.

Let H : K, —* [0,1] denote the capital distribution across firms and G(-
\
k) :

W(fc) —> [0, 1] denote the conditional wage distribution of a firm using capital in-

tensity k £ fC. As in the previous sections, we define pn (i;w) to be the probability

that a worker who samples n wages described by the vector w applies for lOj. pn
is again determined in equilibrium from worker preferences. Using pn and the dis-

tributions G and H, we construct Gn (w), the probability that a worker applies

to wage w rather than one of the n — 1 other wages she samples. Finally, define

^(w )
— Y^=i n^nGn (w) to be the probability that a representative worker applies

to a firm offering w, conditional on contacting such a firm. This allows us to calcu-

late the gross profit of a firm using capital intensity k € [k, 00) and posting wage
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w:

n(k,w) = (l - e"^) (f(k) - w) (17)

Finally, we impose a number of technical conditions on /. Most importantly, it

is continuously differentiable, increasing and strictly concave, with f(k) = 0. Let

ko > k be the technology that produces the maximum output-capital ratio given a

unit of labor input, which is the unique solution to f'(k ) = f(kQ)/k . We assume

that f'(ko) > 1. If this condition failed, any investment would be unprofitable even

if the job filled with certainty at a zero wage. Also, let k\ > ko satisfy f'{k\) = 1 (or

let ki = oo if f'(k) > 1 for all A;). These two capital intensities are important, as

we prove shortly in Lemma 6: all firms use some capital intensity between k and

fci. Also, define : [k
,
fcj) i-> (0, oo) by <f>(k) = log f'(k) - log(f'(k) - 1), a strictly

increasing function on its domain. Define $ : [k ,ki) —» R, with

*/,n f(k)-kf'(k)
, s•« = %)#0 (18)

It is straightforward to check that <3?(A;o) = lim^^ $(A;) = and that $ is strictly

positive on the interior of its support. We assume in addition that $ is strictly

quasiconcave on [k ,ki),
u and explain the importance of this regularity condition

in the text.

4.2 Search and No-Search Equilibria

Although the economic issues at hand are quite different, the analysis will have

exactly the same technical structure as Section 2. We take advantage of this by

stating many of the results without proof. We begin with a natural extension of the

definition of an equilibrium.

Definition 2 An equilibrium consists of a measure of active firms V , a distribution

of investment H with support K, wage distributions G{-
\
k) with supports W(k)

for each capital intensity k G /C, a profit function for firms n, return function for

workers p and R, preference functions {pn }, and sample size decisions for workers

{Xn } such that:

1. (Profit Maximization) \/k G K, \/w e W(k), Vfc', and W, n(k,w) -k>
ir(k',w')-k'.

2. (Free Entry) VA; e K, Vw € W(fc), n(k,w) = k.

11 This is a restriction only on the production function /, and thus can easily be verified for par-

ticular production functions. One can prove that $ is strictly quasiconcave if kf"(k) is increasing

and 4>(k) is convex. Also, numerical simulations show that for generalized Cobb-Douglas produc-

tion functions of the form f(k) = Aka — k or f(k) = A(k — k)
a

, $ is always strictly concave,

and hence strictly quasiconcave. It can also be noted that even if $(/e) were multiple peaked (but

without flat portions), our analysis would remain essentially unchanged, although there could be

multiple atoms in the wage and capital distributions.
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3. (Optimal Application) Vra 6 N+, Vw = (wi,...,wn),

pn (*;w) = if p(wi) < m&xp(wj) or if p(wi) < 0, Vi

and
n

Vpn (i;w) = 1 if max p(wj) >

^. (Optimal Sampling) An . > only if n* E argmaxni^.

We first observe that profit maximization and free entry bound firms' capital

intensity.

Lemma 6 In equilibrium, K. C [&o,A;i].

Next note from part 1 of Definition 2, that all k E /C and to 6 W(/c) jointly

maximize (1 — e~ 9^w
'f (f(k) — w) — k. The objective is differentiable and strictly

concave in k, and so if wage w is offered in equilibrium, it must be offered by a firm

whose capital intensity k satisfies:

(l - e" 92^) f'(k) = 1 (19)

Since / is strictly concave, (19) defines at most one capital intensity K(w) that is

consistent with posting wage w.

Free Entry, part 2 of Definition 2, implies (l - e^1^) (f(K(w)) - w) = K(w).

Combining this with the optimal intensity condition (19) implies that K(w) satisfies:

w = f(K(w))-K(w)f'(K(w)) (20)

Strict concavity of / implies that K(w) is strictly increasing; therefore, we can invert

it to solve for the wage posted by a firm using capital intensity k. We denote this

inverse relation between k and w by W(k). This is a strictly increasing function

with W (ko) = 0. Thus (proof in the text):

Lemma 7 V/c E JC, the equilibrium wage distribution G(w
|
k) is degenerate at the

pointW(k) = f(k)-kf'(k).

This is an important result: W(k) is independent of all other variables, including

workers' sampling behavior and the distribution of capital in the economy. This

implies that instead of focusing on wage distributions, as in the earlier sections, we
can equivalently analyze the endogenous capital intensity distribution H . Once this

distribution is determined, Lemma 7 immediately gives the distribution of wages.

Thus we reduce the firm's choice to a single dimension, capital intensity.

Using this insight, the return to a worker who applies for a wage W(k), which

is equivalently the return to applying for a job with capital intensity k, is:

1 _ e
-gS(W(k))

^ = ,S(HW)
W(k)
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Eliminating W(k) with its definition in Lemma 7 and qT,(W(k)) with its implicit

definition in equation (19), yields:

p is the return to the worker of applying to a job with capital intensity k such that

7r(k,W(k)) = k. As in Section 2, p(k
\ f) < p(k), with equality if k € /C.

By assumption (that 5>(fc) as defined in (18) is quasiconcave)
, p is strictly quasi-

concave on JC. This allows us to prove that, analogous to Lemma 1, in equilibrium

a worker always applies to the most capital intensive job she samples. Given the

monotonic relationship between capital intensity and wages, she also always applies

for the highest wage she samples, i.e. pn (i,w) = if u>i < maXjWj. Further, in a

search equilibrium, i.e. when Ai < 1, an analogue of Lemma 2 applies and therefore,

the support of the type distribution fC consists of the convex interval [fco,^] and

possibly the point k* > k that is the unique maximizer of p{k
|
/). The type distri-

bution is atomless on [/co,^] but may have an atom at k* . With a similar reasoning

to the one in section 2, we must have that Gn (w) = H{K{w)) n~ 1
for K(w) j^ k*

.

In other words, the probability that a worker applies to a firm offering wage w
(¥" W(k*)) when she samples n — 1 other jobs is the probability that all the other

jobs offer lower wages, or equivalently use less capital. Thus the return to sampling

n jobs is:

/* p{k)H{kf-
ldH{k) + p(k*) (l - H(k) n

)
-£ a

Iho i=1

which parallels equation (9).

Because workers always apply to the most capital intensive firm that they sample,

in a search equilibrium some workers must sample one job; otherwise a firm with

capital intensity ko would receive no applications and would lose money (Lemma 3).

Then decreasing returns to search (Lemma 4) implies that in a search equilibrium,

all workers sample either one or two jobs (Lemma 5).

Once again, we let z denote the fraction of workers who sample two jobs, and

1 - z denote the fraction who sample one. Thus E(W(fe)) = {I- z) + 2zG2 (W(k)) =

(1 — z) + 2zH(k). Using this, invert equation (19) to solve for H(k) in terms of z in

a search equilibrium:

m =m - g(i - *)
(22)

2qz

Since H(k ) = 0, we obtain the (search equilibrium) labor market tightness in terms

of z:

* 1- z

We can now fully characterize the equilibria of this model:
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Proposition 5 There always exists a no-search equilibrium with the wage distribu-

tion degenerate at zero and the capital intensity distribution degenerate at k^. Also,

3c such that Vc2 > c, there does not exist a search equilibrium; and Vc2 € (0,c),

there exist at least two search equilibria, one stable and one unstable. In each of

these equilibria:

1. the support of the capital distribution is [k ,k] Uk*
, for k < k* where k* =

argmaxfc p(k
| /);

2. the capital distribution is characterized by

on [k , k] and by a mass [i at k* , where

h+z l-z (f,{k*) \

3. a firm with capital k offers wage W(k) = f(k) — kf'(k).

4.3 Discussion

The first point to note is the parallel with the results of Section 2. In particular,

there is again a multiplicity of equilibria, and the intuition is the same: search inten-

sity decisions are strategic complements when search intensity is low, and strategic

substitutes when search intensity is high. Here, the search equilibria feature not

only a distribution of wages, but also capital intensities. This is a very significant

result. Even though all firms are ex ante identical, the equilibrium is characterized

by technology dispersion. As in Section 2, competition between firms to attract

workers creates wage dispersion and thus job queues of various expected lengths.

Then, a firm with a longer expected job queue will make a larger ex ante investment,

because it is less likely to be forced to leave its capital idle.

Search has additional consequences in this model with ex ante investment (thus

with ex post heterogeneity). For example, higher search intensity enables socially

desirable sorting: namely, higher productivity firms enjoy longer queues and a higher

probability of filling their vacancy in equilibrium. This is because workers who search

are more likely to sample, and therefore, more likely to apply for, high wage jobs.

Since it is the high productivity firms that are more willing to pay high wages —
recall Lemma 7 — wage dispersion and search increase the relative profitability of

high productivity firms. Through this channel, search encourages investment in

better technologies and improves the distribution of available jobs. In contrast, in

a no-search equilibrium, all firms pay the same wage and all jobs are filled with the

same probability—even if they have different labor productivities. This rationing

scheme leads to the creation of only jobs using the technology that minimizes the
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capital-output ratio, that is A; - This introduces a new reason for search and wage
dispersion to be socially desirable.

Finally, note the most interesting comparative static of this section. In the stable

search equilibrium, as the cost of sampling a second job, c2 , declines, the proportion

of workers sampling two jobs increases as in Section 2. This increases wages and
reduces entry as in Section 2, but also improves the investment of firms that do enter.

In particular, from (24), when z increases H(k) shifts to the right, or equivalently

the investment distribution improves in the sense of first order stochastic dominance.

4.4 Welfare with ex ante Investment

How do equilibrium investment decisions compare with the constrained optimum
achieved by the hypothetical social planner of Section 3? Proposition 7 below proves

that the constrained efficient level of investment is k*, the highest investment level

chosen by any firm in a decentralized equilibrium. Thus if c2 is positive, firms

underinvest in any decentralized equilibrium.

This result and the parallel with those of sections 2 and 3 are not surprising. The
basic model can be viewed as a particular (nondifferentiable) limit of this model with

ex ante investment, say f(k) = lim^oo (k — 7)
'
x
with k = 7. In the basic model,

recall that too many firms participate in any equilibrium with c2 > (Proposition 3).

This happens in the current model as well, and the resulting short job queues induce

firms to choose low capital intensities.

It is also straightforward to repeat the analysis of Section 3. Again the no-

search equilibrium either has no activity (if c\ is positive) or excessive entry and

severe underinvestment in capital (if C\ is negative); these severe inefficiencies are

avoided in the search equilibrium. Thus (proof omitted):

Proposition 6 If c2 < c, a search equilibrium Pareto dominates the no-search equi-

librium.

This result is more surprising than Proposition 4, the corresponding result with-

out ex ante investments. As noted above, in the search equilibrium, there is ef-

fectively an upward-sloping wage-investment schedule, thus firms underinvest. In

contrast, in the no-search equilibrium, wages are driven to zero, and firms are the

full residual claimants of the returns they create. Thus firms might be expected to

have the correct investment incentives. But this is not the case. Without wage dis-

persion, workers do not search and wages are too low. Therefore, there is excessive

entry of firms, as in Sections 2 and 3. This reduces the probability that a given firm

will contact a worker. Moreover, a no-search equilibrium rules out sorting. Recall

that firms with higher physical capital would like to offer higher wages and attract

longer job queues. This is impossible when workers do not search. Therefore, in the

no-search equilibrium, the probability of contacting a worker is low and an individ-

ual firm can do nothing to increase it. This implies that firms' physical capital will

be left idle with a high probability, and they all choose capital stock, k .
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The efficiency properties of the search equilibrium are actually much more strik-

ing than the above proposition suggests. We previously noted that the limit of the

basic model as c<i
—> is equivalent to the equilibrium obtained by Moen (1995) and

Shimer (1996), and hence constrained Pareto efficient. It is generally appreciated

that decentralized efficiency is much harder to achieve when agents must make ex

ante investments before matching (see Acemoglu, 1996a). Nonetheless, if the cost

of sampling a second job disappears, the equilibrium of this model converges to the

constrained efficient allocation:

Proposition 7 In the limit of stable search intensive equilibria with C2 converging

to 0, a fraction |||4 G (0, 1) workers sample two wage offers while the remaining

workers sample two. All firms invest k* and offer a common wage W(k*). This

limit is the constrained efficient allocation and maximizes the value of net output in

the economy.

This result is quite striking. Despite the numerous externalities, if only a fraction of

agents gather more than the most rudimentary information (i.e. sample two wages),

the equilibrium is efficient. This contrasts, for example, with Acemoglu (1996a),

in which firms and workers bargain over wages after matching. In that environ-

ment, ex ante investments are always distorted. The difference is due to the fact

that with wage commitments, firms are the residual claimants on any additional re-

turns generated by a superior technology, after conditioning on workers' application

decisions. Interestingly, at the limit c-i = 0, the upward-sloping wage-investment

relation (which is the source of inefficiencies in Grout, 1984, and Acemoglu, 1996a)

does not disappear. In fact, at this limit we still have W(k) = f(k) — kf'(k), thus

a firm which invests less would be able to offer lower wages. But the competition

for workers (with a fraction 1 — (j)(ko)/(f)(k*) of them sampling two wages) is strong

enough that this wage gain would not compensate for the reduced probability of

finding a worker. The fact that the limit of the search equilibrium with wage and

technology dispersion is the constrained efficient allocation reiterates that in our

economy, worker search and wage dispersion are fairly efficient ways of allocating

workers to firms, and of providing firms with the correct investment incentives.

To summarize, higher search intensity transfers rents from firms to workers and
improves social welfare by avoiding excessive entry. There is also a more interesting

benefit of higher search intensity: it leads to better sorting, as capital intensive firms

can offer high wages and raise the probability that they hire a worker. This increases

the relative profitability of high productivity jobs and encourages investment.

5 The Dynamic Model

Search decisions are dynamic, and so in this section we demonstrate that all of our

results completely generalize to a dynamic environment. Given the parallel to the

static results of Sections 2-4, our analysis will be brief.
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We consider the following discrete time, infinite horizon economy, a natural

generalization of our static model. The agents in the economy are risk-neutral

workers and firms, who maximize the expected present value of their income, net of

search costs, using a common discount factor (3 < 1.

At the start of every period, workers are either unemployed or employed; likewise,

firms are either inactive, maintain an open vacancy, or have a filled job. In addition,

associated with each active firm is a capital intensity k G [k, co). During each

period, the sequence of events is as follows:

1. Inactive firms decide whether to create a vacancy. Those that do hot create

vacancies remain idle throughout the period. Those that create vacancies

make an irreversible capital investment k E [k, oo) at marginal cost v > 0.

2. Job Search:

(a) Firms with unfilled vacancies from the previous period and those creating

vacancies this period post a wage contract.

(b) Unemployed workers choose a sample size n > 1, and observe n posted

contracts, selected independently. For simplicity, employed workers may
not search, and unemployed workers must participate (i.e. Ao = 0).

(c) Each unemployed worker applies to at most one of the sampled firms.

(d) Each firm that receives an application hires one of the applicants. The

firm has a filled job, and the chosen applicant is employed.

3. All firms with filled jobs — new or old — and k units of capital produce f(k)

units of output. Firms with unfilled vacancies produce nothing.

4. Each active firm faces an independent and exogenous probability 5 > that

its capital stock is destroyed. In such an event, at the start of the following

period the firm is inactive. In addition, if the firm had a filled job, its employee

becomes unemployed. If not destroyed, a firm with capital k remains in the

same state (i.e. as a filled or unfilled vacancy).

Note some important features. First, when j3 = 0, 5 = 1, and u — 1, this is

equivalent to an infinite repetition of the static model in Section 4. Second, as in

section 4, firms choose their capital stock before matching with a worker, and this

decision is irreversible. Third, this model allows for both fixed sample size (sam-

pling several jobs in a particular period) and sequential sampling (possibly sampling

additional jobs next period, depending on the result of this period's search). From

an individual perspective, the advantage of sampling multiple jobs in one period is

that information is gathered more rapidly; the advantage of sampling jobs sequen-

tially is that the decision about whether to gather additional information can be

conditioned on the success of previous efforts. Thus sampling decisions are 'opti-

mal' in the partial equilibrium sense of Morgan and Manning (1985). In our general
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equilibrium framework, whether workers engage exclusively in sequential sampling

is crucial for another reason: as we will show, pure sequential search is the analogyf

of 'no-search' in our one period economy. Equilibria with pure sequential search

have no wage dispersion and are highly inefficient.

In this dynamic model, we allow firms to post wage contracts, not simply flat

wages. Of course a wage contract could promise workers a flat wage in every period

during which the worker is employed. Yet other possibilities, for instance an upward

sloping wage profile, are also possible. This implies that offers by different firms may
differ in multiple dimensions. However, these differences are largely irrelevant; since

both firms and workers are risk-neutral and have a common discount factor, all they

care about is the expected present discounted value of the offer the firm makes.

To formalize this observation, note that when a firm hires a worker, the newly

created match generates some surplus. This is equal to the amount that the present

discounted value of the firm's profits and the worker's wage exceeds what they were

before the match, when the worker was unemployed and the firm had a vacancy.

The purpose of a wage contract is then to divide that surplus between the worker

and the firm; firms effectively compete by offering workers a share of the surplus

(see Shimer, 1996). Thus we can reduce the competition between wage contracts to

a single dimension, the worker's quantity of surplus. To emphasize the similarity to

our previous analysis, we denote the surplus that a worker receives by w G R.

Next we modify our notation for this dynamic environment. Since we are only

interested in steady state equilibria in this section, we suppress time subscripts.

Let H : K, —> [0, 1] denote the capital distribution across firms with vacancies and

G(-
|
k) : W(fc) —> [0, 1] denote the conditional 'surplus' distribution of a firm using

capital intensity k G /C. That is, G(w
\
k) is the fraction of vacant firms using capital

k that offer workers surplus less than or equal to w. Again define pn (i; w) to be the

probability that an unemployed worker who samples n offers described by the vector

w, applies for u>i. Using pn and the distribution functions G and H, we construct

Gn (w), the probability that a worker applies to a firm offering w rather than one of

the n — 1 other firms she samples. Then we define T,(w) = Y^=i n\nGn (w) to be

the probability that a representative unemployed worker applies to a firm offering

w, conditional on contacting such a firm.

Let 7i(k, w) denote the expected present discounted value of a vacant firm using

k units of capital and offering workers a quantity of surplus w. Also let S(k) denote

the expected value of total surplus in a match using k units of capital, as defined

above. Next, let p(w) be the expected flow value of a worker who has applied for

a job offering surplus w, and Rn be the expected total value of an unemployed
worker who samples n jobs in a particular period. For convenience we also define

J to be the supremal value of R^, n G {1,2,...}. Thus a worker's 'reservation

surplus', the amount of money that makes her just willing to forego the opportunity

to search while unemployed, is (1 — j3) J per period. Finally, we make the convenient

normalization that the marginal cost of a unit of capital is u = (1 — (3(1 — 5))
_1

.

Equivalently, the expected 'rental rate' of capital is normalized to unity. A firm's
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reservation profit is therefore identical to its capital stock.

We can now define a steady state equilibrium for this economy.

Definition 3 A steady state equilibrium consists of a measure V offirms that main-
tain vacancies each period; an unemployment rate U; a distribution of investment H
with support K., surplus distributions G{-

\
k) with supports W(k); a value function

for firms with vacancies -r; return function for unemployed workers p, R, and J,

preference functions {pn }, and sample size decisions for unemployed workers {An }

such that;

1. (Profit Maximization) Vfc e K, Vw G W(k), W and Mw' , n(k,w) -vk>
n(k',w')-vk'.

2. (Free Entry) VA; € K, Vw G W(h), ir(k,w) = uk.

3. (Optimal Application) Vn G N, Vw = (wi,...,wn ),

Pn{i; w) = ifp(wi) < max^Wj) or if p(wi) < 0, Mi

and
n

Vpn (i;w) = 1 if maxp(wj) > 0.

4- (Optimal Sample) An . > only if Rn * = J = supn i?„.

5. (Steady State) U and V are constant over time.

To characterize a steady state search equilibrium, first consider the surplus in

a match using k G K. units of capital, S^/c). If the pair produce this period, they

create f(k) units of output. Additionally, unless the firm's capital stock is destroyed,

the following period, the pair will obtain the same surplus S(k) — since we are in

steady state. During a match, however, the worker and firm forego search in the

next period, and so we subtract the reservation profit flow k and reservation wage

(1 — (5) J from this value. Solving the resulting Bellman equation for S(k) yields:
1

S(k) = v (f(k) - 0(1 -6)(k + (l- (5) J)) (26)

12There are a number of alternative ways to derive this equation. For example, if a worker and

firm match, they produce f(k) units of output in every period until the firm's capital is destroyed,

at which point the firm has value and the worker has value J. The infinite sum of payoffs is:

/ oo \

J2 (/3(1 - *))' (/(*) + PSJ) = v (/(*) + 136J)

\t=o J

where discounting reflects both impatience and match destruction. On the other hand, if the match

never occurred, the worker would have value J next period and the firm would have value vk next

period, unless its capital were destroyed. Thus the value of not matching is (3 (J + (1 — S)uk).

Subtracting this from the value of matching yields the surplus in equation (26).
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Next consider the value of a firm using k units of capital and offering surplus w.

If the firm manages to hire a worker, it enjoys a capital gain S(k) —w. Additionally,

unless its capital stock is destroyed, it has a steady state continuation value 7r(k,w)

the following period. Solving this standard Bellman equation for Tv(k,w) yields:

ir{k, w) = v(l- e~ q^w)
)
(S(k) - w) (27)

where q = U/V. As in Section 4, when firms create vacancies and buy capital, they

simultaneously determine the surplus that they will offer. If a firm is to offer surplus

w, we can therefore use equation (27) and the free entry condition to determine the

capital stock it will employ. This leads to an analogue of Lemma 7; a firm using

capital stock k offers workers surplus:

W{k) = S(k) - kS'(k) (28)

We can now eliminate the worker's share of surplus from equation (27) and write

the net present value of firm profits as:

7T (k,W(k)) = v (l - e
- 9E(VF(fc))

) kS'ik) (29)

We have once again reduced the firm's problem to a single variable, the choice of

capital intensity, k.

Next one can solve for the return to a worker who applies for a job offering

surplus w = W(k), which from (28) is equivalently a firm with k units of capital.

This expected flow return is given as:

1 _ p
-?S(TV(fc))

*>- ,wm w(k) m
If hired, the worker obtains a capital gain equal to W(k) (due to the surplus offered

by the firm). We can once more use equation (27) and the free entry condition

7r(/c, W(k)) = uk to eliminate qll(W(k)) from (30). This yields the return to apply-

ing for a job posted by a firm using k units of capital, when job queues are adjusted

so that the expected value of the firm in question is zero:

«*!/) = m-km __
S'(k)(\ogS'(k)-\og(S'(k)-l))

This is a dynamic version of equation (21), and as before, for k £ JC, p(k) = p{k
\
/).

Now, use equation (26) to write this expression in terms of model primitives and

the value of an unemployed worker J.

P{
'

7) "
(f'(k)-p(l-6))m (31)

where <f>(k) = (log (f'(k) - 0(1 - 6)) - log (/'(&) - 1)), a generalization of the def-

inition in Section 4 to allow for matches that survive multiple periods and agents
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who look towards the future. Observe that if j3 = 0, i.e. agents are completely

myopic, (31) is identical to (21). Parallel to our assumption in section 4, we assume

that p is a strictly quasiconcave function of k.

Under these conditions, workers always apply to the firm offering the largest

share of surplus and using the most capital (Lemma 1). Let k be the capi-

tal intensity associated with offering workers zero surplus, so f(k )
— k f'(k )

=
P(l-6)(1- (5) J. From (28), W(kQ ) = 0. Note that k , and in fact the entire

equilibrium capital distribution depends on J, which is itself an endogenous vari-

able. When workers have a higher reservation wage, production is less profitable.

It follows that in a steady state search equilibrium, the support of the capital

distribution is a convex interval [/co,fc] and possibly the point k* > k which is the

unique maximizer of p in (31); and that the capital distribution is atomless on

[A;o,fc] but has an atom at k* (Lemma 2). This once again implies that the return

to sampling n firms when unemployed is:

Rn=n I" p{k)H{k)n
- 1dH{k) + p(k*) (l - H{k) n

) -JTci + pJ

analogous to equation (9).

Continuing on, in a steady state equilibrium, some unemployed workers sample

only one firm per period; otherwise no firm would be willing to offer a very small

share of the surplus (Lemma 3). Since there are decreasing returns to a worker's

sample size (Lemma 4), we obtain that in a steady state search equilibrium all

workers must sample one or two firms in every period, Ai + A2 = 1 (Lemma 5). We
can now define z = A2 as the proportion of unemployed workers who sample two

firms in a given period (search), and Xj = 1 — z. We can then use (29), the free entry

condition, and the fact that H2 (k) = H(k) over [k ,k] to obtain the distribution of

capital among vacant firms:

HAk) = H(k) -m ~

2f~
Z)

(32)

over [fc , &]. This is clearly the analogue of equation (11) in Section 2. Now, using

the fact that H(k ) = 0, we immediately obtain q = (p{ko)/ (1 — z). Then:

Proposition 8 There always exists a steady state no-search equilibrium with the

wage distribution degenerate at zero, the capital intensity distribution degenerate at

k , and the value of an unemployed worker J = 0. Also, 3c such that Vc2 > c, there

does not exist a steady state search equilibrium; and^/c^ 6 (0,c), there exist at least

two steady state search equilibria. In these equilibria:

1. The support of the capital distribution is [k ,k] U k*
, for k < k* , where k* =

argmaxfc p(k
|
/), and k satisfies f(k )

- k f'(k ) = (3 (1 - 6) (1 - (3) J;
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2. the capital distribution is characterized by

on [0,k] and by a mass fi at k* , where

h+z \-z 4>{k*) \

^ =—\- —#£)'
°/

(34)

3. a firm with capital k offers surplus

W{k) = v (f(k) - kf'(k) - P (1 - P) (1 - 8) J) (35)

4- the value of an unemployed worker satisfies

(1-P)J= f p(k\f)dH(k) (36)
Jkn

5. the steady state unemployment rate is: U = -
j-

c \ c / >
where £ is the

6 + (1 — 0) t/q

average probability that a vacancy turns into a job, given by:

0(1-6)
= r (-

(*)-/? (1-*).
dH(k). (37)

The steady state equilibria of the dynamic economy are very similar to the equi-

libria of the static economy, and the comparative statics and welfare analysis imme-

diately generalize to this environment. The steady state equilibria with search and

wage dispersion Pareto dominate the no-search equilibrium. Again, wage dispersion

is necessary for the market economy to function without a Walrasian auctioneer,

because without wage dispersion workers do not gather enough information, i.e.

do not "search". Interestingly, "not searching" in the sense we (and Stigler, 1961)

use is equivalent to pure sequential search; each unemployed worker observes one

wage each period. Morgan and Manning (1985) argue that such a rule is gener-

ally not optimal in a partial equilibrium setting, because sequential search is more

time-consuming than is fixed sample size search. Our results demonstrate that in

a general equilibrium setting, if pure sequential search is strictly better than fixed

sample size search, firms will exploit their resulting monopsony power. This leads

to entry by an excessive number of firms, each of which use very little capital.

6 Conclusion

This paper builds a general equilibrium search model along the lines of the partial

equilibrium literature pioneered by Stigler (1961). Therefore our model closely re-

sembles the actual practice of job search in an economy with uncoordinated trade.
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Workers engage in optimal search for the best wage offer. They sample a number
of firms, and then, anticipating the probability of being hired, decide for which to

apply. Firms, anticipating the search and application decisions of workers, make
different investments and offer different wages. Despite the small number of param-
eters — essentially only the production and sampling technologies — the careful

microfoundations deliver a number of predictions.

The main implication of our analysis is that in an economy without the invisible

hand, wage dispersion among identical workers is ubiquitous but also desirable.

Without wage dispersion, workers will not search, and the wage rate falls below the

shadow value of labor. This causes excessive entry, short job queues, and investment

in technologies with a high average and marginal product of capital. Hence the title

of the paper: Efficient Wage Dispersion.

The links between wage dispersion, search and efficiency are stark in our model

because of the simplifying assumptions. In particular, there is no search without

wage dispersion. In more general models in which workers have heterogeneous pref-

erences over jobs' non-wage characteristics, there may be job search with a degen-

erate wage distribution. However, the general thrust of results will remain: without

a Walrasian auctioneer, search is socially beneficial and workers will search more
when there is more wage dispersion.

Even though our analysis is based on explicit microfoundations and maximization

on both sides of the market, the model admits analytical solutions. This permits a

number of interesting extensions. First, such a model could open a middle ground

for the study of the decentralized allocation of heterogeneous workers and firms.

In particular, our approach applied to this problem would avoid the criticism of

most search models that meetings are completely random; but it would also not

coincide with the Walrasian allocation in which a worker is automatically assigned

to the firm at which her marginal product is highest. This middle ground is likely

to generate a number of insights about decentralized allocations in the presence of

heterogeneity. Secondly, incorporating risk-aversion into this framework is relatively

straightforward, and this extension enables the analysis of optimal unemployment

insurance, and the interaction between unemployment, wages and savings. Thirdly,

the model can be generalized to allow firms to hire multiple workers, thus enabling

an analysis of the size distribution of firms and of firm level job creation and job

destruction dynamics.

The analysis of this paper also invites a number of observations of empirical

interest. Most importantly, small variations in the costs of sampling may have sig-

nificant effects on wages, inequality, and unemployment. A reduction in the cost of

sampling two jobs increases search and raises the wage distribution in the sense of

first order stochastic dominance. This will lead to higher wages, more investment,

less entry — and therefore higher unemployment — and typically to less wage in-

equality. As previously commented (Section 2.7), the impact of sampling costs on

unemployment is extreme, because there is no countervailing increase in the number

of matches resulting from the improved information. Nevertheless, it is instructive
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of the general equilibrium connection between search, wages, and employment. If

Gary Burtless is correct in observing that (1987, p. 149): "compared with govern-

ment employment services in Europe, the U.S. is relatively ineffective in aiding and

monitoring the search for jobs" then European workers who face lower search costs

will optimally sample more firms (as is in line with casual empiricism). This will

naturally have important effects on wage dispersion and the composition of jobs, as

described in this paper (see Acemoglu, 1996b). Overall, the links between search,

employment, and the dispersion of wages and investment appears a fruitful and

under-researched area for future work.
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7 Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1: If Xn = for n > 2, then equation (3) states

n(w) = (1 — e~ 9Al

J
(1 — w), decreasing in w. Thus part 1 of Definition 1, Profit

Maximization, implies that any active firm offers a zero wage. Then since p(0) = 0,

equation (5) implies that the return to sampling n jobs is Rn = —
J27=i ci- Since

cn > for n > 2, this is maximized either with a sample size of or 1, depending on

whether C\ is greater or less than zero. Thus part 4 of Definition 1, Optimal Sample,

establishes that no worker samples multiple jobs when all firms offer a zero wage,

and that Ai equals zero (one) when C\ is positive (negative), and lies between zero

and one when C\ = 0. Finally, gAi is determined from part 2 of Definition 1, Free

Entry. Since all active firms offer a zero wage, one can solve 7r(0) = 7 for gAj.

Proof of Lemma 1: First, we claim that p is nondecreasing on JR.. Assume to the

contrary that there is a Wi < W2, with p{w\) > p{w2). From part 3 of Definition 1

and the definition of Gn in equation (1), Gn{w\) > Gn (wz) for all n. Thus by defi-

nition E(u>i) > 2(102)- Then equation (4) implies p(wi) < piw^), a contradiction.

Next, p(w
I
7) < p(w) for all w, with equality if w E W. If the inequality were

reversed, a firm offering wage w would earn gross profits in excess of 7, which is

inconsistent with Free Entry, part 2 of Definition 1.

Finally, we prove that p is strictly increasing on W. Since for all w E W,
p(w) = p(w

] 7) ,
it is sufficient to prove that p is strictly increasing on W. Since p

is strictly quasiconcave, this is true if W C (— 00,10*]. Suppose not. Take w > w*,

with w E W. Then since w E W and {w*} = argmaxp(to
|
7), it follows that

p(w) = p(w
I
7) < p(w*

I
7) < p(w*), violating weak monotonicity.

Proof of Lemma 2: From Lemma 1, we know that W C (— 00, w*]. In fact, since

the return to applying for a negative wage is negative (equation (4)), S(w) = if

w < 0, and so ir(w) = < 7. Hence the support of the wage distribution is a subset

of [0,w*].

We now prove that if there is an atom in the wage distribution, it must occur

at w* . If a wage w E [0,u>*) is offered by a positive mass of firms, then p(w') >
p(w'

I
7) > p(w

I
7) = p(w) for all w' E (w,w*} implies that any higher wage offer

would attract discretely more applicants. A sufficiently small increase in the wage

above w would be nearly costless, and hence any w' slightly larger than w would be

strictly more profitable.

Next observe that a positive measure of firms must offer some wage besides w*

.

Suppose not. Then, i?i > Rn for all n since sampling multiple firms would offer

no benefit, and yet would be costly. Therefore, An = for all n > 2 by Optimal

Sample, part 4 of Definition 1, contradicting our starting assumption.

Now we prove that W consists of a convex interval [0, w] and possibly the point

w* > w. Here we exploit the fact that the support of a distribution is closed.
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Let w be the highest wage offered in equilibrium except w* . Suppose in order to

find a contradiction that there are points < W\ < w2 < w, with w2 € W but

(^1,^2) € Wc
, the complement of W. Then a firm offering 102 could cuts its wage

to W\. It would lose no applicants, but it would save w2 — W\ on labor costs if it

hires a worker. Then tt(wi) > n(w2 )
= 7, contradicting the free entry condition.

Proof of Lemma 3: By the way of contradiction, suppose Ao < 1 and Ai = 0.

Lemma 2 applies, and so [0,w] 6 W. Since E(0) = when A] = 0, and £ is

continuous in w on [0,12)], the continuous part of the wage distribution, there is a

w offered by some firm with E(u>) < — log(l — 7)/?. But from simple algebra, it

follows that 7r(w) < 7 for such a wage, contradicting the free entry condition.

Proof of Lemma 4: As this result is well-known in the partial equilibrium search

literature, we include it only for completeness. Perform integration by parts on the

expression for Rn in equation (9) and use the fact that p(w) = p[w
|
7) for w 6 VV:

ML n

Rn = p(w\j)- G(w)np'(w
I

<y)dw + (1 - G(w)n
)
(p{w*

I
7) - p(w

I
7)) -Y^Ci

Thus the marginal return to sampling the n + 1
st wage is

Rn+i ~ Rn = / G{w)n
(1 - G{w)) p'(W

I 7)dw
Jo

+ G{w)n
(1 - G(w)) (p(w*

I
7) - p(w

I
7)) - cn+1 (38)

Assume Ao + Ai < 1. Then Lemma 2 states w is strictly positive, and so the first

term is strictly decreasing in n. The second term is decreasing in n if G(w) < 1,

and constant otherwise. The third term is nonincreasing in n by assumption. Hence

Rn+\ ~ Rn < Rn ~ Rn-1 if A + Ax < 1.

If Ao + Aj = 1, then the first two terms may be identical to zero, but one still

obtains a weak inequality.

Proof of Lemma 5: If A + Aj = 1, the result is immediate. Otherwise, Lemma 3

implies Ai > 0. Then according to part 4 of Definition 1 (Optimal Sampling), i?i >
Rn for all n, and in particular Ri > i?2 . Then Lemma 4 implies R<i — R\ > R3 — Ri-

Since the left hand side of this inequality is nonpositive, R2 > R3. A simple induction

argument establishes that jRj > Rn for all n > 3, and thus Optimal Sampling implies

that An = for all such n.

Finally, suppose A 2 > 0, so Ri — R2 . Then Lemma 4 implies R\ — Rq >
R2 — R\ = 0, or Ri > Ro, and so Optimal Sampling implies Ao = 0, thus establishing

Ai+A2 = l.
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Proof of Proposition 2: We will first construct the equilibrium, and then prove

that it exists.

1. Construction: First use equation (12) to eliminate q from (11). This gives

*(„) . lz±
(

Mi-^) +My) -Mi -*-,)
)

(39)

Recall that G(w) = G2 (it;) along the atomless portion of the wage distribution [0, w],

and so this yields (13).

For a certain distribution of wages to be an equilibrium, we require that p is

strictly increasing on the support of the wage distribution W (Lemma 1). Thus
there is an atomless distribution of wages in equilibrium if G(w*) > 1, where G is

defined by (13) and w* by (8), or equivalently iff:

log(l - vS) + log(l - 7 )
- ]pg(l - vS - 7 ) =

- log(l - io*) - log(l - 7) - log(l - w* - 7)
~ " l

'

>' K
'

If z > z, a mass fi of firms will offer wage w*
,
and these firms must still earn profit 7.

Since p2(l;w*,w) = 1 if w < w* (part 3 of Definition 1, Optimal Application) and

P2(i; w*,w*) = 1/2 (symmetry restriction on p), it follows that (^(if*) = 1 — fj,/2.

Substitute this into (39) to obtain (14); the 'max' operator takes care of the case

when the wage distribution is atomless.

The proportion of workers sampling two jobs, z, is pinned down by the re-

quirement that Ri = R2 in a search equilibrium. According to equation (38), this

imposes:
rw"

/ G{w){l-G{w))~p'{w\ 1)dw = C2 (41)
Jo

Also, observe that since R\ = R2 in the candidate equilibrium, Lemma 4 implies

that Ri > Rn for n ^ {1,2}, and thus no worker wishes to change her sample size.

In particular, all workers are willing to participate in the labor market, R1 > 0.

Next, the top of the convex part of the wage distribution, w, must satisfy G(w) =
1 — fi. Thus from (13):

w = 1 ~
1 _

(
1 _ 7

)(i- 2 (2M-i))/(i- 2
)

(
42

)

Finally, to see that z can never exceed some threshold z, impose the restriction

that
fj,
< 1 in equation (14). If this restriction failed, then the wage distribution

would be degenerate at it;*, violating Lemma 2. The restriction is equivalent to:

z <
Ml ~ w*) + log(l - 7) - log(l - w* - 7) ^ _

log(l - w*) - log(l - w* - 7)

One can easily confirm that z € (z, 1).

2. Existence and Stability: Observe that the left hand side of equation (41) is

directly and indirectly a continuous function of the endogenous variable z. Moreover,
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Figure 1: These panels plot the gross return to searching for a second job as a

function of the equilibrium value of z < z, for four different values of 7. The vertical

lines show z. In equilibrium, this gross return must equal the cost of searching for

a second job, C2; see equation (41). The top row shows the limit as 7 converges to

0, and 7 = 0.1 while the bottom row shows 7 = 0.5 and 7 = 0.9. The general shape

of this figure is remarkably independent of 7.

the left hand side of equation (41) is nonnegative, and evaluates to at z = and

z = z (see Figure 1). Therefore, this expression must have an interior maximum,
whose value we denote by c. For all c<i > c, there can be no solutions to (41), and

hence no equilibria with search. For all C2 6 (0,c), continuity implies that there

must be at least two solutions to (41), and thus at least two equilibria with search.

At one intersection, the left hand side of equation (41) is decreasing in z. A small

increase in the number of workers searching for two jobs z reduces the return to

searching for two jobs by a small amount (since the function is decreasing). Hence,

equilibria where the left hand side of equation (41) is decreasing in z are 'stable';

conversely, equilibria where this expression is increasing in z are unstable.

Figure 1 draws the left-hand side of (41) for illustration.

Proof of Proposition 4: In any equilibrium, firms make zero net profit, from

the Free Entry condition, part 2 of Definition 1. Thus it is sufficient to show that

workers are better off in a search equilibrium. In a no-search equilibrium, the return
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to a worker is the maximum of R = (if she does not participate) and R 1
= —Cj

(if she participates), since the wage distribution is degenerate at by Proposition 1.

Now consider a search equilibrium, which by Proposition 2 exists if c2 < c. The
return to a worker is R\ = R2 > 0. To complete the proof, we must show that if

C\ < 0, i?i > — Ci as well. But this is trivial algebra, as workers have a chance of

receiving a strictly positive wage in addition to 'paying' the search cost Cj.

Proof of Lemma 6: Again, we include this proof only for completeness. First

suppose in equilibrium some firm uses k 6 [k, k ) units of capital and pays a wage
w > 0. Consider alternatively using k units of capital and paying w. Its net profit

would be:

(l _ e-3
EW) (f(k )

- w) - k > (l
-qV(w) k

) (£/(*) -w)-k

> ^

k

¥
ko

k

k
(i - «-**>) Im - w • £-

- e"^) (/(fc) - u;)

The first inequality follows because f(k )/k > f(k)/k by the definition of A; . The

equality is simple algebra. The second inequality follows because wk/ko < w if

k < ko. Since the expression in brackets is 7r(fc, u;) — k = by Free Entry, part 2 of

Definition 2, we obtain that n(ko,w) > ko, contradicting Free Entry.

Alternatively, suppose some firm uses k > k^ units of capital and pays a wage

w > 0. Consider a firm using k^ units of capital and paying wage w. Its net profit

would be:

(l-e-ffSM)^) _„,)_*! > (l - e
-*s("))

(
/(A.) + (

fcl
_

fc )
_ w) _

fcl

> (l - e
-
q^w)

) (f(k) -w)-k

The first inequality follows by the fact that a concave function lies below its tangent

line and that f'(k\) = 1. The second inequality is simple algebraic manipulation

and use of the fact that k\ < k. Thus ir(ki,w) — fci > Tr(k,w) — k, contradicting

Profit Maximization, part 1 of Definition 2.

Proof of Proposition 5: The proof once again follows Propositions 1 and 2, and

so we proceed quickly.

First, if no worker samples more than one job, then all firms offer workers their

reservation wage, 0. Since K(0) = k ,
this is firms' capital intensity. On the other

hand, if all firms offer a zero wage, then workers will sample zero (ci positive) or one

(c\ negative) jobs. This establishes the existence and characterization of a no-search

equilibrium.

Turn now to the search equilibria. Substitute q back into (22), giving the equi-

librium type distribution (24). Also, use the condition that G2(W(k*)) = 1 — fi/2
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to obtain condition (25). The fraction /i lies between and 1 if z £ {z,z), defined

by:

= <j>{k*) - 0(fco ) = 0(fco )

-
cj){k*) + 4>{k

)

z
<j>(k*)

Equilibria with z < z have atomless type distributions, while there are no equi-

libria with z > z. Finally, the supremum of the atomless portion of the capital

distribution, k, satisfies H(k) = 1 — /i.

To close the system of equations for a search equilibrium, use the workers' sample

size indifference condition, R^ = R2'.

''
H(k)(l - H(k))p'(k

I

f)dk = c2 (44)
/feo

Existence for moderate values of c2 follows from continuity of the left hand side

of (44) in z.

/Jkn

Proof of Proposition 7: The characterization of the limiting equilibrium follows

from Proposition 5. All firms use capital intensity k = k*. The fraction of workers

searching is z = z, defined in the previous proposition. Substituting this into the

equation for labor market tightness (23) yields q = <f>{k*).

We now characterize the constrained efficient allocation. It is no longer trivial

that the planner would like all workers to sample one job. In particular, if it is

optimal for different firms to use different technologies, then the planner might

want capital intensive firms to enjoy longer queues, which is only possible if workers

search. However, since the output of a firm is concave in its expected queue length

q and its capital intensity k, (1 — e~ q
) f(k) — k, it can never be optimal to have

different firms with different queue lengths and different capital intensities. Thus

we must simply ask about the capital intensity and queue length — or the u-v ratio

— at a representative firm.

The planner chooses k and q = 1/V to maximize output at a representative firm

times the number of firms.
13

{l-e-")f(k)-k

q

This objective is a concave function of k, but is not jointly concave in q and k.

However, we can find the optimal pair q and k through a simple trick. For fixed q,

the first order condition with respect to k is necessary and sufficient for a maximum,
and yields (1 — e~ q

)
= l//'(fc) or equivalently q = <fi(k). Use this to eliminate q from

the objective. The planner then simply chooses k to maximize:

f(k) - kf'(k)

f'(k)cf>(k)
P(k

I /)

1 Since we are concerned with the limit as C2 converges to zero, and C\ < C2, we do not consider

the possibility that the planner would shut down the economy. This would only happen if C\ is

very large.
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from equation (21). Thus it follows from the definition of k* that the optimal capital

intensity is k* , and therefore that q = 4>(k*).

Proof of Proposition 8:

1. Construction. The characterization of no-search equilibria is straightfor-

ward. To construct a search equilibrium, we begin by substituting our expression for

q into (32) immediately yields (33). The Free Entry condition for firms using capital

k* then determines the mass of firms at this point, given by (34). We established

that the wage equation (35) applied in equilibrium in the text. The Value of an

unemployed worker equals Ri, since some workers choose to sample only one job.

To determine the steady state unemployment rate, observe that the measure of

firms that hire a worker in any given period, £, can be calculated by integrating the

probability that a vacant firm using k units of capital hires a worker in any period,

1 — e~ q^w ^
k ''

,
times the 'density' of vacant firms using capital k, dJ{k). Since

(l — e~ qY:
(
w (

k^) kS'(k) is equal to the flow or rental value of a firm with capital A;,

which is normalized to A;, we find that the probability that a vacant firm with k units

of capital hires a worker is 1/S'(k). Equation (37) then follows immediately from

the derivative of S in (26). Finally, the steady state unemployment rate satisfies a

'job creation equals job destruction' equation, (1 — 6) US/q = 6(1 — U), which is

easily solved for U.

2. Existence. This proof is slightly more complex than the preceding existence

arguments. We first show that for J in an interval [0, J], we can use the workers'

Bellman equation to define a search intensity z = Z(J) for each J, where Z is

a continuous function. Then using this function, the condition that workers are

indifferent between sampling one and two jobs pins down the equilibrium value of

an unemployed worker. In proving this result, one must keep in mind that the capital

distribution H depends on search intensity z, and does so continuously from (33).

Also, A; , k*
, p, and H ail depend on J, but given the strict quasiconcavity of p and

the strict concavity of /, they do so continuously.

First, let J solve

(l-(3)J = p(k*\f)

To see that this equation uniquely defines J, observe that the workers' Bellman

equation (36) and the definition of A;* imply (1 — (3) J > p(k*
|
/) for all J. Since

p(k
|
/) is a continuously decreasing function of J for fixed k, so is its maximum,

p(k*
|
/). Thus there is a unique solution, J, to the above equation.

Next define Z : 0, J [0, 1], where for J ^ J
'

, Z(J) is the unique z that solves

the Bellman equation (36) for a given value of J; and Z(J) = 1 - <p(h )/<p(k*).

We now establish in three steps that Z(J) is a well-defined and continuous. First,

observe that J^ p(k
|

f)dH(k) is a continuous function of z, equal to zero when

z is zero and equal to ^(A;*
|
/) > (1 - ft) J when z = 1 - (p{k

)
/ <f)(h*) ,

hence for

all J G [0, J], there is some z £ [0,1] that solves (36). Second, since the capital

distribution H improves in the sense of first order stochastic dominance in response
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to an increase in z (see (33) and (34)), /fc

" p(k
\

f)dH(k) is also an increasing

function of z G [0, 1 — (f>{ko)/(f){k*)\, and so there is in fact a unique z that solves (36)

for a given value of J . Therefore, Z( J) is a well defined function. Finally, continuity

of Z{J) follows from continuity of (1 — (3) J — f£ p(k
|

f)dH(k) in z and J.

Next, we claim that for J E (0, J), we have Z(J) 6 (0, 1 — (f)(k )
/(p(k*)) , and

therefore, the capital distribution is nondegenerate. To prove this, note that our

usual arguments imply that the capital distribution can only be degenerate at ko

or k*. If it is degenerate at ko, then since W(ko) = 0, (36) implies J = 0. On the

other hand, if it is degenerate at k* , then (1 — j3) J = p(k*
|
/), which by definition

implies J = J.

Now finally turn to the condition that workers are indifferent between sampling

one or two jobs, R\ = i?2 :

/ H(k)(l-H(k))p'(k\f)dk = c2
'ko

The left hand side of this expression is directly and indirectly (through Z(J)) a

continuous function of J. It is strictly positive for J £ (0, J), since the capital

distribution is nondegenerate, but evaluates to for J € {0, J}. Thus it obtains

a maximal value c > at some J 6 (0, J). Then using standard arguments, for

all Ci < c, there are at least two values of J satisfying the workers' indifference

condition. These correspond to search equilibria.

To complete the proof, we claim that a search equilibrium does not exist when
c2 > c. Observe that the previous argument implies that a search equilibrium with

J < J does not exist for such c2 . Also, there is no z that solves (36) for J > J.
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